Looking Beyond High-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol

From the Framingham Heart Study in the 1970s\(^1\) to the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study 3 decades later,\(^2\) epidemiologic studies have consistently shown that low serum high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) is a strong, independent risk factor for coronary heart disease (CHD). Indeed, the risk of CHD increases by 3% in men and 2% in women with each 1 mg/dL drop in HDL-C.\(^3\) Furthermore, numerous animal model studies have shown that raising HDL-C by infusion or overexpression of the major HDL protein, apolipoprotein AI (apoAI), reduces atherosclerosis. Thousands of in vitro studies have also demonstrated HDL properties that are predicted to be antiatherogenic. This underpins the long-held assertion that HDL, as quantified by its cholesterol content, is an active cardioprotective entity.

However, this dogma has hit some major speed bumps in the last decade. Pharmacological interventions targeting HDL-C have not produced the expected reduction in coronary events despite the 2- to 3-fold increase in HDL-C.\(^4\)-\(^6\) Additionally, Mendelian randomization studies have not supported the hypothesis that HDL-C is in the causal pathway of CHD.\(^10\) These results are discordant with human epidemiology, leading some to conclude that HDL-C is a bystander, a nonfunctional secondary marker of a more integral beneficial pathway. Alternatively, it has been argued that HDL-C shows a consistent but weak correlation with cardioprotection because the cholesterol portion of HDL does not fully reflect the functionality of all particle types in the HDL family. Indeed, cholesterol accounts for only about 20% of total HDL mass, and there is ample evidence that potentially important HDL subspecies contain little cholesterol.\(^11\),\(^12\) Pre-beta HDL, for example, is poorly lipidated but promotes efficient lipid efflux from cells.\(^11\) All this has led to the idea that specific HDL particles or HDL function may be more important than their cholesterol content. Indeed, there has been an explosion of studies assessing the ability of serum HDL to promote cholesterol efflux because, in several cases, this proved to be better than HDL-C at predicting CHD.\(^12\)

HDL is a heterogeneous group of particles that differ according to density, size, charge, protein, and lipid composition. This heterogeneity is accompanied by a staggering degree of functional diversity, with documented HDL roles in lipid transport, endothelial protection, anti-inflammation, antioxidation, antithrombosis, and the acute phase response.\(^13\) HDL also has less-appreciated roles in complement pathway activation, anti-infection, and protease inhibition.\(^13\) This functional diversity is driven by some 95 proteins that have been found to be associated with HDL particles, as tracked by the HDL Proteome Watch website.\(^14\)

It is becoming clear that these proteins differentially segregate on HDL subspecies depending on their density and size,\(^15\),\(^16\) producing HDL subparticles with distinct proteome makeups. Furthermore, there is evolving evidence that these distinct particles specialize in unique functions. For example, the trypanosome lytic factor of HDL contains two specific proteins...
that allow the particle to kill invading parasites.\textsuperscript{17} The presence or absence of apolipoprotein AII appears to dictate whether a given HDL particle participates in lipid transport functions or other activities, such as complement activation.\textsuperscript{18} Given the arguments above, it stands to reason that HDL-C does not adequately capture the full measure or uniqueness of an individual’s HDL subspecies profile, a profile that may impact disease susceptibility. The importance of this concept is evidenced by the rapid rise of advanced lipoprotein testing techniques,\textsuperscript{19} in which analytical approaches such as differential ion mobility, 2-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis, and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy have been used to track lipoprotein subspecies in clinical samples. Table 1 summarizes the different types of lipoprotein analysis methods and their advantages/disadvantages. Here, we explore the current state of the art for understanding HDL subspeciation in the context of type 2 diabetes, a major risk factor for the development of CHD.

### HIGH-DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN SUBSPECIES IN TYPE 2 DIABETES

Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is a chronic metabolic disease characterized by insulin resistance and impaired pancreatic insulin secretion that eventually leads to high plasma glucose levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>SUBSPECIES</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>DISADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultracentrifugation</td>
<td>HDL 1,2,3, HDL 2b,2a, 3A,3b, and 3c</td>
<td>Size and density separation</td>
<td>Overlap with density similar lipoproteins like Lp (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imparts ionic strength and sheer stress and uses high salt concentrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis</td>
<td>Charge: pre-beta, alpha, and pre-alpha</td>
<td>Charge and size separation</td>
<td>Particles are not recoverable from the gel for functional analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size: pre-beta-1 HDL, pre-beta-2, alpha 4- HDL, alpha 3- HDL, alpha-2 HDL, alpha-1 HDL, pre-alpha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy</td>
<td>Small, medium, large. Newer algorithms</td>
<td>Size separation High throughput Can quantify a particle number and particle size</td>
<td>Assumes that a constant number of methyl groups on each HDL subclass is constant, although newer algorithms account for variation Potential interference from plasma proteins Collinearity among subclasses needs to be accounted for in the analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion mobility</td>
<td>Very large, large, medium, small, and very small subspecies</td>
<td>Size separation Can quantify a particle number</td>
<td>HDL is isolated by ultracentrifugation first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gel filtration</td>
<td>Six HDL subclasses and four lipid poor subspecies</td>
<td>Size separation Ability to isolate low abundant HDL particles Recoverability of HDL subclasses to study function</td>
<td>Time intensive Coelution with other plasma proteins such as albumin and globulins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.
An overview of methods used to isolate high-density lipoprotein subspecies. HDL: high-density lipoprotein
levels. It is associated with serious comorbidities including dyslipidemia, hypertension, kidney and eye disease, and blindness, and most patients die from complications of premature CHD or stroke. As serious as this is in adults, youth with T2D tend to exhibit even greater insulin resistance, more comorbidities, and poorer responses to medical treatment.

One of the most striking lipoprotein abnormalities in T2D is an increase in circulating triglycerides and a lowering of plasma HDL-C levels. Early studies using density ultracentrifugation to differentiate HDL density subspecies revealed that patients with T2D tend to exhibit lower levels of cholesterol-rich, larger HDL₂ species but higher levels of cholesterol-poorer HDL₃.₂₀ Two-dimensional gel separation studies have shown that women with T2D exhibit lower levels of large HDL and a reduced ability to participate in cholesteryl efflux and protect LDL from oxidation, likely due to fewer large HDL present.₂¹ The gel filtration method corresponds well to the most recent particle size algorithms for the NMR analysis (Figure 1).

**EFFECTS OF MEDICAL TREATMENT ON HDL SUBSPECIES**

In the context of T2D, several groups have investigated the effects of clinical interventions on HDL subspecies profile. Using ultracentrifugation, Hiukka et al. showed that treatment with fenofibrate, a PPARα activator, further lowered HDL₂ and increased HDL₃, thus exacerbating the apparently deleterious T2D profile, at least in terms of HDL.₂₇ Similarly, 2D gel studies showed that fenofibrate treatment increased smaller α₃- and α₄-species in T2D. Statins had the opposite effect and tended to increase large α₁ HDL particles in T2D.²₈ Intensive diabetes control targeting a hemoglobin A₁c of < 6% was similar to statins; there was an improvement in NMR profile resulting in fewer small HDL particles and higher concentrations of medium HDL particles.²₉ Our laboratory asked whether the surgical weight loss with vertical sleeve gastrectomy (VSG) could restore the HDL particle size profile that we observed in lean adolescents.³₀

---

**Figure 1.**

The relationship between size exclusion chromatography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Plasma was separated by size exclusion chromatography. Choline-containing phospholipid was quantified in each fraction using a kit from Wako. Eluted fractions were also quantified by NMR spectroscopy at LabCorp (formerly LipoScience) using an optimized version (LP4) of NMR LipoProfile. The average size particles from each of the gel filtration fraction quantified by NMR is shown in the table to the right and are consistent with those obtained by NMR. LDL: low-density lipoprotein; VLDL: very low-density lipoprotein; HDL: high-density lipoprotein; FPLC: fast protein liquid chromatography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPLC Fraction</th>
<th>NMR Size</th>
<th>Estimated HDL size in each fraction (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>H7</td>
<td>11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>H6.5</td>
<td>10.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>H4</td>
<td>9.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>H3</td>
<td>8.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>H2</td>
<td>7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>7.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Recognizing the need for a lipoprotein analysis that allows the recovery and functional characterization of lipoprotein subspecies, our laboratory developed a gel filtration (size exclusion) chromatography technique to separate lipoproteins by size across 15 fractions.¹⁶ We applied this to a cohort of age- and sex-matched adolescents who were either lean, obese, or obese with T2D. Youth with T2D exhibited dramatically lower phospholipid content in large HDL subspecies compared to lean youth, likely reflecting reduced particle numbers. These species correlated negatively and significantly to pulse wave velocity, a measure of vascular stiffness, indicating that a lower amount of large HDL particles was associated with predictors of eventual CHD. With the ability to analyze these particles, we found that youth with T2D exhibited decreased levels of apoAI as well as apoE, apoCI, and paraoxonase 1 in large HDL and a reduced ability to participate in cholesteryl efflux and protect LDL from oxidation, likely due to fewer large HDL present.²₅,²₆ The gel filtration method corresponds well to the most recent particle size algorithms for the NMR analysis (Figure 1).
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studied obese adolescents prior to and 1 year after VSG. At follow-up, mean body mass index decreased by 32%, insulin resistance improved by 75%, and we observed remarkable rescue of the large HDL subspecies that approached levels in lean controls. Interestingly, there were relatively minor differences in LDL and very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) subspecies in these participants, suggesting that HDL is particularly sensitive to changes in adiposity and insulin sensitivity. Thus, statins and treatments that specifically target glucose control, obesity, and insulin resistance appear to exhibit favorable shifts in the HDL profile.

MECHANISMS OF HDL SUBSPECIES PROFILE SHIFTS IN T2D

Nascent HDL particles of various sizes are created on the surface of liver and peripheral cells via the interaction of apoAI with ATP binding cassette transporter A1 (ABCA1). These particles appear to mature independently in the circulation via interaction with HDL remodeling enzymes such as lecithin:cholesterol acyl transferase (LCAT) and cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP), among others. Additionally, some HDL is derived from the hydrolysis of triglyceride (TG)-rich VLDL and chylomicrons during postprandial lipemia. Goldberg et al. put forth a plausible model for HDL-C lowering involving interaction with HDL remodeling enzymes such as lecithin:cholesterol acyl transferase (LCAT) and cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP), among others.31 Additionally, some HDL is derived from the hydrolysis of triglyceride (TG)-rich VLDL and chylomicrons during postprandial lipemia. Goldberg et al. put forth a plausible model for HDL-C lowering.32 Patients with T2D tend to have more TG-rich VLDL and chylomicrons during postprandial lipemia. Beyond effects of T2D on HDL as a whole, significantly less information is available about the impact on the functionality of individual HDL subspecies. Most of the evidence suggests an association between large HDL species and atheroprotection in population studies.39 Many have extolled the virtues of small HDL subspecies; however, most of these claims have been extrapolated from presumably atheroprotective functions identified in vitro.

The impact of differing size species in reverse cholesterol transport is complex. In vitro large phospholipid-rich HDL are known to be more efficient acceptors of cellular cholesterol transferred by aqueous diffusion mediated mechanisms, whereas smaller, lipid-poor forms work best via ABCA1.40 Tan and colleagues showed that cholesterol efflux from macrophages correlated well with levels of medium-sized HDL, and not small HDL, in patients with well-controlled T2D.41 Larger species bind more avidly to SR-BI than smaller particles at the last step of reverse cholesterol transport,42 perhaps facilitating more CE delivery to the liver via selective uptake. With respect to LDL retention in the vessel wall, Umareus et al. speculated that larger HDL2 subspecies, perhaps due to increased apoE content, can compete with LDL to bind proteoglycans and thereby prevent its entrapment in the intima.43 The reduction of these species in T2D could therefore be envisioned to facilitate LDL aggregation in the vessel wall. Given the known roles of HDL in these and many other processes, it is likely that T2D attenuates HDL atheroprotection through a combination of different mechanisms.

OTHER LIPOPROTEINS IN TYPE 2 DIABETES

The data reviewed above has focused on HDL in the setting of T2D. However, it should be noted that other lipoproteins are also affected in T2D. For example, VLDL consistently shifts towards larger particles while LDL particles tend to get smaller and more dense. There is little doubt that these changes also influence CHD risk in patients with T2D. However, in work...
published by us and others in which the same patients are studied before and after weight-loss surgery (bypass or gastric banding), we note dramatic changes in HDL subspecies but no significant differences in VLDL/LDL subspecies. This suggests that the obesity and insulin resistance underlying T2D, and their reversal, may have a greater influence on HDL than VLDL/LDL, which is why it has been the focus of this article.

LOOKING FORWARD

In summary, T2D clearly results in a reduction of HDL-C that is underpinned by a marked shift from large CE-rich HDL particles to smaller, denser TG-rich HDL subspecies. This change in HDL distribution is accompanied by changes in proteomic composition that undoubtedly affect the functionality of the particles, likely shifting the balance from functional to dysfunctional HDL. These observations raise several important questions. Chief among these is whether the HDL subspecies profile is actively protective against deleterious effects of T2D (i.e., causal) or if the subspecies profile changes passively as a consequence of the disease progression. A recent Mendelian randomization study found that HDL-C levels were not associated with an increased risk of T2D. However, this analysis focused on the relatively uninformative marker of HDL-C and did not address HDL subspecies. On the other hand, recent studies have clearly shown that HDL has antidiabetic functions including inhibiting pancreatic β-cell death and improving insulin-mediated uptake of glucose in skeletal muscle. Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis of CETP clinical trials hints that these drugs reduce the incidence of diabetes, presumably via HDL effects.

To fully address this question, HDL subspecies will need to be manipulated with minimal impact on other metabolic parameters, a daunting task. Furthermore, we have yet to identify an animal model that fully recapitulates the HDL species changes observed in response to T2D or obesity seen in humans. As a result, it is not surprising that there are so few molecular and functional characterizations of HDL subspecies, before or after T2D onset. We believe that if the HDL particles can be isolated and their compositions and functions fully elucidated, this may point to subspecies particularly important in CHD. Then it may become possible to design therapies that will either manipulate the levels of these specific particles or target the protective functions that they mediate, thereby reducing CHD in patients with T2D.
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KEY POINTS

- High-density lipoproteins (HDL) are a heterogeneous group of particles of different size and composition.
- Advanced lipid testing allows for size and charge separation of HDL particles with the ability to quantify particle number in some cases.
- Type 2 diabetes affects the distribution of HDL particles, with a shift from large HDL particles rich in cholesteryl esters to smaller, denser triglyceride-rich HDL subspecies.
- HDL particles need to be linked to function in order to fully elucidate HDL's role in cardiovascular disease.
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